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Appendix A: Usage problems in the HUGE

database

List of usage problems in the HUGE database

The following is a list of all usage problems included in the HUGE database, which
I mention in Chapters 1, 3, and 4. The table contains the usage feature, the definition
as included in the database, and the number of guides which treat that particular
feature. The definitions have not been changed in any way, which accounts for
some inconsistencies in punctuation. A shorter version of this table, excluding the
definitions, can be found in Chapter 3.

usage feature definition no. guides

shall / will use of will / would or shall / should to indicate futurity /
intention / promise / threat

65

different to / than /
from

variability in the choice of the particle after different(ly)
(to or than vs. from)

63

who / whom use of interrogative who or whom in initial position 63

lay / lie use of the verbs to lay and to lie 63

only the occurrence of only elsewhere than immediately next
to the word/words it modifies (cf. Mittins et al. 1970:58)

62

split infinitive anything inserted between the infinitive-marker to and
the verb-form itself (Mittins et al. 1970:69)

62

I for me use of subject pronouns where grammar is thought to
demand the objective forms (Mittins et al. 1970:89)

61
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singular they use of they or their as a common-sex singular pronoun 59

less / fewer use of less or fewer when referring to a number 58

none in plural
context

the occurrence of none with plural verb where a singular
is thought to be more appropriate

55

data is / are use of etymologically plural subject form with a singular
or plural verb. Forms: data, media, phenomena,
stigmata, etc.

54

disinterested /
uninterested

use of disinterested or uninterested to mean not
interested

53

neither ... nor ...
are / is

use of singular or plural verb with coordinated singular
subjects (in negative context)

53

try and / to use of try and or try to 53

like / as use of like or as to introduce a clause of comparison 52

nouns of multitude interpretation of nouns of multitude as singular or plural 52

very unique use of very as an intensifier with an adjective of absolute
rather than gradable meaning

52

apostrophe apostrophes improperly used for plurals vs. possessives 52

a / an choice of indefinite article form before words starting
with u- or h-

52

both ... and proper use of correlative conjunctions 52

between / among use of between or among when referring to more than
two parties

51

slow / slowly use of slow or slowly as the adverbial form of the
adjective slow; the use of flat adverbs

51

who(m) / which /
that

choice of relative pronoun who(m) or that/which
referring to a human antecedent

51

preposition at end
of sentence

the occurrence of a preposition at the end of the sentence
rather than before the noun phrase it modifies

50

aggravate use in sense of to annoy, to irritate 50

snuck and dove choice between weak or strong forms for the past tense
or the past participle

50

dangling participle placement of participle away from the subject of its root
verb, or elision of that subject

49

was / were use of indicative form was rather than subjunctive form
were in subjunctive contexts

49

me for I use of objective pronouns in subject position 49
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foreign plurals Anglicised and native singular and plural forms of
foreign words

49

due to / owing to use of due to or owing to as a preposition / adverb in
contexts of causality

48

effect / affect use of the verbs effect and affect 48

infer / imply use of infer with meaning imply and vice versa 47

literally use of literally as an intensifier in non-literal context 47

alright / all right use of alright or all right as one word or two 46

this / these sort of use of a plural demonstrative with a singular noun
phrase that has a collective plural sense

46

compound subject choice of compound subjects joined by a coordinator as
singular or plural

45

double negatives use of more than one negative particle to negate the same
clause

44

that / which choice between relative pronouns that or which in
relative clauses

44

mutual use of mutual (= reciprocal) and common (= shared) 43

can / may choice between can and may as deontic auxiliary in
requests

43

farther / further choice between further and farther as the comparative of
far

43

-ic / -ical use of -ic or -ical to form adjectives from nouns 42

lend / loan use of loan as a verb with the meaning of lend 42

me / myself use of a reflexive pronoun in a non-reflexive context 42

each other / one
another

use of each other or one another when referring to more
than two parties

41

it is I / it is me use of objective or subjective pronoun after be in
copulative clause

41

reason is because use of the reason is because for the reason is that 41

if / whether choice between if and whether to express a condition or
an alternative

41

your / you’re confusion of possessive pronoun with personal
pronoun-verb contraction

41

one of those who agreement with subject one of those who 40

one ... one / he use of specific pronoun he to refer to antecedent
unspecific pronoun one

39
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them / their +
V-ing

use of objective or possessive pronoun in gerundive
construction

39

ain’t use of ain’t to mean isn’t or aren’t 39

compare with choice between the prepositions with or to with the verb
compare

39

hopefully use of hopefully as sentence modifier with the sense of it
is to be hoped that ...

38

than I / me use of than as a conjunction – combining with I – or as a
preposition – combining with me

38

former / latter use of former and latter in the sense first and last of
three or more things rather than first and second of two
things

38

equally as use of equally as + Adj for equally + Adj 38

decimate use in the sense of to destroy large proportion of or even
obliterate, rather than destroy one tenth of

36

alternative use of alternative to indicate more than two options 36

flaunt / flout use of the verbs to flaunt and to flout 35

off of use of off of for of 35

false attraction subject-verb agreement when there is an intervening NP. 35

on to / onto use of on to or onto as two words or one 34

either is / are single or plural verbs with either 34

most perfect comparative or superlative with absolute adjective 34

whose / of which choice between whose or of which as possessive pronoun
with non-human antecedents

34

(not) as / so far as variation between so ... as and as ... as depending on
whether or not it is preceded by a negative particle

33

may / might choice between may and might as epistemic auxiliary 33

from thence use of deictic preposition with deictic adverbs thence /
hence / whence

32

like / as if use of like with the sense of as if 31

either of them /
each of them

choice between either or each referring to two or more;
either meaning each of two or both

31

But / And begin sentence with But or And 31

have to / have got
to

use of get in a sense apart from obtain or acquire, in
expressing necessity or obligation

30

comma splice using a comma rather than semicolon to connect two
main clauses

30
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subject-complement subject-subject complement agreement (in a copular
construction)

30

averse to / from use of to or from with averse and adverse 29

in / into choice of preposition for position / movement 29

spoonsful plural formation of the type N-ful 29

either ... or ... (or
...)

use of the construction either ... or (... or) to refer to
more than two entities.

28

providing /
provided

use of providing and provided with the same sense 28

family is / are use of plural or singular verb with nouns that can be
interpreted as both mass or count nouns

27

very / much
amused

use of very or much to qualify an adjective or past
participle. For the purist, very is an intensifier; only
qualities – and not actions – may be intensified, and
therefore very can qualify an adjective but not a past
participle

26

superlative
comparison

use of the superlative to compare two things 26

-lily adverbs formation of adverbs from adjectives ending in -ly 26

hoi polloi inclusion of definite article in hoi polloi (= ‘the many’) 25

contemporary use of contemporary in the sense of present day,
up-to-date, or referring to a previously established time
frame

24

likely adverbial use of likely 24

could of use of could / would / should / must of for could / would
/ should / must have

24

dare dare as marginal modal verb 23

more warmer the use of double comparatives or double superlatives 23

in / under
circumstances

use of the preposition in or under with the word
circumstances

21

’d rather choice of auxiliary have or will, and meaning of
contracted form

21

there’s using a plural subject with a singular verb form in case
of is a dummy subject with contracted verb form, there’s

21

corporeal /
corporal

use of corporeal and corporal 20

learn / teach use of learn and teach 20
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as well (as) ... or
better than

elision of as in coordination of the phrase as well as with
better than

19

pretty use of pretty as a degree adverb 19

the two first choice between the two first / last and the first / last two 19

upon choice between upon and on 16

double passive use of constructions with multiple passives 16

thusly use of thusly instead of thus 16

like / the way use of (in) the way or like in expressions of analogy 15

have went use of the past participle form for simple past tense or
vice versa

15

split auxiliaries insertion of element between auxiliaries or auxiliary and
main verb (split compound verbs)

15

off / from use of off or from 14

quicker / more
quickly than

use of quicker or more quickly as the comparative form
of quick

14

omission of
relative pronoun

omission of the relative pronouns who, that, which in
non-restrictive relative clauses

14

gay use of gay to mean ‘homosexual’ 14

thankfully use in the sense ‘in a thankful way’ not ‘let us be
thankful that’

14

demonstrative
them

use of personal pronoun them as a demonstrative
pronoun

14

meet with / meet
up with

inclusion of preposition up in the phrasal verb meet with 13

all that / so easy use of all that or so to modify an adjective / adverb 12

hisself use of hisself for himself 12

at / in choice of at rather than in or on with university, school
and similar nouns

11

less / least choice of less and least when referring to two or more
things

9

when when or where used in defining as in X is when/where Y 8

get thither use of deictic verb that also indicate location with deictic
adverbs that do the same

6

evenings and
Sundays

coordination of prepositional phrases with different
elided prepositional heads

4

at (the) university omission of the before university and some similar nouns 4
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momentarily the use of momentarily to mean ‘for a moment or short
time’/ ‘in an instant’ / ‘from moment to moment’ / ‘at
any moment’

1
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Appendix C: Corpus data extraction

Extraction of corpus occurrences of features

In this appendix I explain how I extracted, or identified, all occurrences of each of
the features analysed from corpus data used for the analyses presented in Chapter 6.
I used the full-text data from the Corpus of Contemporary American English and the
Corpus of Historical American English, and searched the two corpora and extracted
all relevant cases of the features with the programming language Python,2 and the
command shell Jupyter Notebooks.3 In addition to the main features investigated in
this thesis, an additional number of features were used for the analysis of prescriptive
influence on the occurrence of the split infinitive. The occurrences of all of these
features were searched for in the corpora, and the relevant data extracted from the
corpora in a similar way.

The first part of this appendix provides the details for the extraction of the
occurrences of variants of the main features analysed, i.e. ain’t, discourse particle like,
literally, negative concord, object I/subject me, and the split infinitive. The second
part of the appendix provides the details for the extraction of the additional language
features, i.e. and/but at the beginning of the sentence, singular data, hopefully, less

with plural nouns, these kind/sort of, try and, plural none, passives, shall, and whom.
The general procedure for each of the features described below was

first to search for and extract each relevant lemma (e.g. data) from the

2See https://www.python.org.
3See https://jupyter.org.
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word/lemma/part-of-speech-tagged files from the full-text corpus data.4 After all
occurrences of that particular lemma were extracted from the corpus files, the
concordance lines were split into individual tokens. Each token has an accompanying
part-of-speech tag, on the basis of which each occurrence could be further classified,
and relevant occurrences could be identified. This appendix outlines how specific
features were identified and extracted from the corpus texts, i.e. how this process was
conducted.

Extraction of the main features used in the analysis

Ain’t – All occurrences of ain’t were extracted from the corpus files using an
appropriate regular expression (essentially the string ai n’t, as it appears in the
corpus files). The occurrences of ain’t were extracted along with the immediate
preceding and following context, creating a concordance for all the uses of ain’t. Each
of these occurrences was then classified into two groups: ain’t for be not, if ain’t was
followed by an -ing form or a noun phrase; and ain’t for have not, if ain’t was followed
by a past participle. In addition to these, all occurrences of present be not forms and
present have not forms were also extracted, in order to establish the total number of
potential environments in which ain’t could have occurred. In these cases, all forms of
the respective verbs were taken into consideration, i.e. full forms, copula-contracted
forms, and not-contracted forms (see Section 3.3 for more on these distinctions).
Like – First, all occurrences of like were extracted from the corpus data using a
regular expression; the immediate preceding and following context was also extracted.
Occurrences of discourse particle like were identified on the basis of punctuation in
the corpus, i.e. commas preceding and following like, and further selected from the
initial dataset. This was done because the initial attempt to extract these occurrences
on the basis of their part-of-speech tags revealed that tags tended to be quite messy,
which would have resulted in a high level of inaccuracy in the analysed data. However,
as most of the occurrences of discourse particle like were preceded and followed by a
comma, this was then used as a more practical way of extracting these occurrences.
Literally – The initial extraction of literally from the corpus files was the same as
that for all the other features: all occurrences of literally were extracted using regular
expressions, and the immediate preceding and following context was also included in
the concordances thus produced. Further disambiguation of these cases of literally was
done on the basis of a tripartite distinction of uses. The first one refers to the primary

4See https://www.corpusdata.org for more information on the full-text data.
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use of literally, referring to what a word or a phrase means, how something is to
be understood, or interpreted, pointing out that something should be taken literally,
and not figuratively, or saying that something is literally true. The second use of
literally included cases of dual use, where literally is used with idiomatic or figurative
expressions to force a literal meaning of a conventionally non-literal expression.
Finally, the third use of literally, the so-called non-literal use, refers to cases where
literally is used with non-literal expressions, hyperbolic or figurative, in which it is
obvious from the context that a literal meaning is not possible. As I explain in Section
4.4, the disambiguation of these uses of literally consisted of two parts. For the first
part of the analysis, concordance lines in which literally is preceded or followed by
words indicating that the use of literally is the primary use were identified. Such words
included any form of mean, interpret, read, say, write, translate, and similar forms.
Some manual check-up was used to identify these forms, but the disambiguation itself
was done automatically in Python (this involved using ‘if-functions’). On the basis of
these forms, concordance lines in which literally was preceded or followed by these
forms were classified as primary, while all the other ones were classified as secondary,
here including both dual and non-literal cases. The second part of the analysis involved
manually disambiguating cases in a systematic random sample of the entire dataset for
literally; the sample was drawn by selecting every fifth occurrence from the overall set
of occurrences of literally. These cases were then manually classified into the three
categories mentioned above.
Negative concord – For the extraction of cases of negative concord, I identified
occurrences of negated verbs used with indefinites in post-verbal position. I selected
the indefinites anything/nothing, anyone/no one, and anybody/nobody. This was
done by extracting all occurrences of these six words from the corpora separately,
and subsequently checking whether they were preceded by a negated verbs. The
part-of-speech tags of the five preceding words were checked. If one of them was
identified as not/n’t or never, the instance in question was identified as a case of
negation with a post-verbal indefinite. The concordance lines for anything, anyone,
and anybody in which a negative element was identified at one of the five preceding
slots were classified as single negation cases, e.g. I haven’t seen anybody, while the
concordances for nothing, no one, and nobody in which a negative elements was
identified at one of the five preceding slots were classified as double negation cases,
e.g. I haven’t seen nobody. The remaining cases in the concordances for nothing, no

one, and nobody in which a negative element was not identified were then checked
for verbs. If a non-negated verb was identified in one of the five preceding slots, those
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cases were classified as cases of single negation with nothing, no one and nobody, e.g.
I saw nobody.
Pronouns: object I and subject me – In order to extract occurrences of object I, the
first step was to identify coordinated phrases functioning as objects, in which one of
the coordinated phrase-constituents is realised with I. Taking into account all such
cases proved difficult for two reasons. The first reason was that the syntactic function
of a coordinated phrase is not always straightforwardly determined automatically on
the basis of a part-of-speech-tagged corpus; some kind of manual disambiguation
subsequent to the automatic extraction of cases was therefore necessary. Secondly,
cases in which the coordinated phrase involves two pronouns can reasonably be
expected to behave differently with respect to the realisation of I/me than cases in
which the first element is a noun. For example, in a sentence such as He brought

a present for him and me, the realisation of me is likely to be affected by the
realisation of him, while in a sentence such as He brought a present for Anne and

me, this constraint is not present. In order to minimise such additional constraints on
the realisation of I/me in object coordinated phrases, I limited my search to object
coordinated phrases in which one of the constituents is a proper noun, which was
done on the basis of identifying all cases in which I or me are coordinated with a
proper noun, as tagged in the part-of-speech-tagged corpus data. This was done by first
extracting occurrences of the strings ‘and I’ and ‘and me’. The function of these strings
was then determined automatically on the basis of preceding and following elements.
For instance, cases where the phrase NP-proper + and + I is both immediately
preceded by a preposition or a verb and immediately followed by an element other
than a verb were identified as cases of coordinated phrases functioning as objects in
the sentence. The analysis also did not take into account cases where the coordinated
phrase is a complement to to be, or where they are part of subordinated clauses with
for... to..., because such cases introduce additional constraints to the choice of form.
Split infinitive – All occurrences of the infinitive marker to were extracted from the
corpus files and were subsequently disambiguated to distinguish between cases where
to is immediately followed by a verb, and cases where to is followed by another part of
speech and then by a verb, in other words, to + V, and to + [WORD] + V. This was done
in order to first examine the types of elements that can come between the to and the
verb, so that those same elements could then be checked in pre-verbal and post-verbal
positions. After examining the most common ‘splitters’, i.e. elements that can modify
an infinitive, and that can vary between pre-verbal (really to know), post-verbal (to
know really), or medial position (to really know), only those cases which the adverb
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can be placed pre-verbally or post-verbally were taken into account for the analysis.
Since these elements included most lexical adverbs ending in -ly, these cases were
used for the variationist analysis of patterns of use of the split infinitive (see Sections
4.4 and 6.7). Infinitives split by the negator not were not taken into account, because
they follow different patterns of variation, in that not can only take a pre-verbal (he

decided not to join) or a split (he decided to not join) position; this is different from
adverbial splitters, as explained above. Finally, the variable context was established
as infinitives modified by one element only; thus, infinitives split by two elements, or
modified by two adverbs, were not included in the analysis.

For the multifactorial analysis discussed in Section 6.8, a subset of all occurrences
of modified infinitives was selected on the basis of the length of the corpus texts in
which these infinitives occurred. Modified infinitives found in texts between 5,000
and 9,999 words were selected, in order to avoid a dataset with a large number of
zeros, as the features extracted are not always highly frequent, and many short texts
in the corpus contain no instances of these features. A random sample of a third of
these instances was selected and manually classified to exclude all false positives (i.e.
cases where the pre-verbal or post-verbal adverbs do not modify the infinitive, such
as to advance entirely different arguments, as well as cases where there are two or
more pre-verbal and post-verbal adverbs). Finally, the manually checked cases of split
and non-split modified infinitives were further cleaned up in order to ensure that there
were no two cases from the same text, because independent observations are required
for the application of the binomial logistic regression analysis. The resulting dataset
contained 4,926 cases of infinitives modified by a single -ly adverb.

Extraction of other prescriptively targeted features

The features below were used as prescriptivism-related predictors in the analysis of
prescriptive influence on the use of split infinitives presented in Section 6.8. For all
of these features, only the typically proscribed variant was identified, and the corpus
texts were searched only for those variants, i.e. the frequencies of occurrence per 1,000
words for each text were calculated, but not the proportion of these variants in relation
to their prescribed counterparts. For instance, only the frequency of singular data was
established for each text in the corpus, and not its proportion in relation to plural data.
The same goes for all other features.
Sentence-initial and/but – Each text in the corpus was searched for sentence-initial
and/but, using regular expressions and punctuation to identify these occurrences. The
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number of occurrences of these two words taken together was calculated for each text
in the corpus, and was subsequently normalised per 1,000 words.
Data – Occurrences of singular data were identified on the basis of other elements
in the sentence overtly marked for number. Thus, instances of data preceded by a
singular determiner (e.g. this data) or followed by a singular verb (e.g. the data shows)
were identified as singular data, while occurrences where data was preceded by a
plural determiner or followed by a plural verb were identified as plural data. Instances
where no overt number marking were identified (e.g. The data showed an increase

in frequency), as well as instances where data was part of a noun phrase and the
main verb of the clause is later in the clause, such as The data obtained through this

analysis shows that. . . , were not included in the analysis (see the note at the end of this
appendix). The occurrence of the singular data was operationalised as the normalised
frequency per 1,000 words of singular data for each text in the corpus data.
Hopefully – All occurrences of hopefully were extracted from each text of the
corpus with a regular expression, and no further classification was conducted, due
to the difficulty of automatically disambiguating cases where hopefully was used as a
sentence adverbial, from those where it was used as an adverb of manner. However,
the frequency of this feature was still included, in view of the fact that we know
from previous studies that hopefully as a manner adverb occurs very infrequently
(Busse and Schröder 2010: 94), so we could assume that changes in the frequency
of hopefully are indeed indicative of changes in the usage patterns of the sentence
adverb hopefully. Thus, for each text in the corpus, the number of times hopefully was
used was established, and the raw frequency for each text in the corpus was normalised
per 1,000 words.
Less + PL – All occurrences of less were extracted from the corpus files, using
a regular expression. For each occurrence, only cases where less was immediately
followed by a noun were used to calculate the frequency of occurrence of this feature.
As in the case with data, cases where less referred to a plural noun that did not
immediately follow less were not included in the analysis (see note at the end of this
appendix). The raw frequencies per text were normalised per 1,000 words.
None + PL – All occurrences of the word none were extracted from the corpus data,
using a regular expression. The resulting concordances were then analysed using
Python. Cases in which a plural verb was identified at any of the four positions
following none were counted as none + PL. This means that both cases such as none

is and cases such as none of these is were taken into account.
Passives – Passive constructions were identified by extracting all occurrences of the
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verb to be followed by a past participle. For each text in the corpus, the number of
such occurrences was counted, and normalised per 1,000 words.
Shall – All occurrences of shall, regardless of person, were extracted from each text
of the corpus, using a regular expression. The total number of occurrences of shall in
each text was normalised per 1,000 words.
These kind of /sort of – All occurrences of kind and sort were extracted from
the corpus files, followed by counting the number of occurrences of the phrases:
these/those kind of and these/those sort of. The total number of occurrences of these
phrases was counted for each text in the corpus, and the frequency was subsequently
normalised per 1,000 words.
Try and – All occurrences of try were extracted, using a regular expression, and cases
where try is followed by and were counted for each text in the corpus. The total
number of occurrences of try and in each text was normalised per 1,000 words.
Whom – All occurrences of whom were extracted from each text of the corpus, using
a regular expression. The total number of occurrences of whom in each text was
normalised per 1,000 words.
Note – In many cases described above, certain occurrences of the features were not
taken into account. This was partly due to the difficulty of automatically identifying
these cases. The other reason for this exclusion is that I focus on cases where a
prescription is very conspicuously violated, while making sure that these cases are all
quite similar. In other words, if we were to include cases where less refers to a plural
noun that does not immediately follow less, the additional constraint here would be the
distance between less and the noun, which may be expected to influence the likelihood
of using less with a plural noun. Given that such details are hard to include in this kind
of analysis, these cases were excluded. Thus, the figures for the occurrences are on
the one hand conservative – in that there may be more occurrences of the proscribed
variants than are included in the analysis – while on the other hand the cases which
are included are very straightforward and conspicuous violations of a prescription:
their occurrence in a particular text may reasonably be interpreted as an indication of
weaker prescriptive influence in the text.
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Raw data for the analyses presented in Chapter 6

In Section 6.2 I discussed the register effects on the increasing frequency of use of ain’t

and, on the basis of the data, argued that these are not indicative of actual changes in
use, but are the by-product of the make-up of the corpus. The table below contains the
raw figures on the basis of which this conclusion was reached.

Decade % drama texts % drama texts with ain’t

1810 16.28 0.00
1820 10.00 0.00
1830 7.18 0.00
1840 3.63 0.00
1850 0.00 0.00
1860 4.74 4.46
1870 0.47 0.97
1880 2.62 1.50
1890 0.38 0.00
1900 20.52 17.69
1910 33.90 27.01
1920 33.10 28.48
1930 7.32 8.05
1940 14.29 15.20
1950 8.92 11.38
1960 16.34 19.48
1970 18.75 20.95
1980 24.12 23.44
1990 4.79 11.52
2000 1.38 7.26

Table C.1: Percentage of drama texts in the fiction section of COHA per decade and percentage
of drama texts which contain ain’t
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Attitudes to usage in usage guides

The tables below contain the annotations of usage guides entries for each feature,
and the classification of attitude expressions into POSITIVE and NEGATIVE. These
annotations formed the basis for the discussion of the attitudes to usage in usage guides
in Section 5.4. The tables are given for each feature in alphabetical order. The phrases
included in the tables are expressions of attitudes annotated in the usage guide entries.
Following these tables, this appendix also contains the annotations for references to
dimensions of usage identified in the entries, for each of the features analysed. In
the tables, semi-colons separate different annotations, and, where necessary, minor
changes have been made to the original text to allow for easier understanding out
of context, as well as for consistency. These modifications were made only in the
formatting of the text, in order to make the tables uniform. The tables contain only the
years for each of the entry, as the goal is to represent how the attitudes and references
to usage have changed over time. Adding the authors’ names was avoided, as for some
years the tables contain annotations from multiple entries and multiple usage guides.
However, the corpus of entries annotated in ‘brat’ is available for consultation upon
request.

Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on ain’t

Year POSITIVE expressions

1950 could be an economical single form for am not, is not, are not, has not,
have not
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1957 ain’t for am not is a natural contraction; the language needs an expression
of this sort; supplies a real want

1963 appropriate; [ain’t] would be a useful addition to informal English

1977 appropriate

1978 a deliberate attempt to suggest informality; down-to-earth common sense

1980 accepted in speech; on its way to full acceptance

1988 many English speakers go beyond defending ain’t; handy contraction;
natural; proper

1989 a few hardy souls approve the locution; approved by some; at times you
will probably find ain’t a very useful; desired by others; grammatically
sound; in widespread use but usually in particular circumscribed ways that
tend to remove the stigma from its use; logical; what is the matter with ain’t
I? for am not I?? Nothing whatever, save that a number of minor
grammarians object to it

1993 acceptable; accepted; it is a word

2002 may be suitable

2003 to convey a down-to-earth quality

2005 ain’t continues to appear in the speech of ordinary folks, leads a vibrant life
in song lyrics, should be a contraction like any other

2006 little risk of censure

2014 a crisp and euphonious substitute for the strident and bisyllabic isn’t,
hasn’t, and doesn’t; today the word is going strong

Year NEGATIVE expressions

1847 vulgarism of discourse

1901 inelegant; it will be a blessing to the English speaking people when the
descendant shall sleep with his father; misleading

1907 always inelegant; atrocious

1910 always incorrect; vulgarism

1911 can not be called a contraction; vulgarism

1916 no defense possible for the vulgar use of ain’t for hasn’t and haven’t; shows
no signs of coming into good use; universally condemned; usually the
construction can be avoided; we must get along as best we can without it

1920 inelegant; ought not to need criticism; the safe rule respecting contractions
is never to use them; ungrammatical; vulgar; vulgarism

1927 careless; wrong

1934 illiterate expressions; never to be used; not in good use; vulgarism;
vulgarisms

1937 vulgar

1947 error; I blush to record it; illiterate (×2)

1948 illiterate; too vulgar
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1949 vulgarism; you should avoid it

1950 vulgate (×2)

1955 a vulgate contraction; never good English; should always be avoided; wrong

1957 illiterate; is an uneducated blunder; not considered standard; serves no
useful purpose; unacceptable forms; unrecognised

1975 denounced; illiterate; illiterate and ungrammatical; inelegant; regarded as
substandard; stigmatised; uneducated blunder; ungrammatical

1977 chiefly to record uneducated speech; leaves the writer open to the risk of
having his or her intention misunderstood

1980 best avoided; illiterate; non-standard; not acceptable; the hallmark of the
uneducated

1987 has not been accepted; illiterate; is cautioned against

1988 a mark of illiteracy

1989 absolutely vulgar; bugbear; incorrect; inelegant; its present disesteem;
much vilified word; stigma; stigmatised word in general use; tends to mark
the speaker and writer as socially or educationally inferior; the widely
disparaged status; ungrammatical; utterly intolerable; vulgar; vulgarism

1993 firm rejection of ain’t; not accepted; shibboleth; substandard;
ungrammatical; vulgar

1998 a shibboleth of poor usage; it never will be OK; it’s still misbehavin’;
nonword; not OK

1999 affectation; stigma attached to it; social disapproval is so strong;
controversial words in current English; regarded as the clearest single token
of illiteracy

2002 appearance of ignorance; beyond rehabilitation; illiterate

2003 condemned; the classic ‘mistake’ in English; uneducated

2005 a mark of ignorance; a vulgarism; inelegant; low-class

2006 bugbear

2014 ain’t is frowned upon

Table D.1: Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on ain’t

Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on like

Year NEGATIVE expressions

1975 a throwaway word; filler; ignorance; misuse; nervousness; overuse

1991 a vague qualifier; a verbal tic; apologetic overtones it gives sentences;
indecisive; infests every sentence; poor

1998 it shows arrested development; juvenile colloquialism; space-filler; verbal
tic; vogue word

2000 faddish; [shows] limited grasp of [...] language; maltreatment; verbal crutch
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2002 filler word; flibbertigibbet; [like has] no more meaning than a belch

2003 habit; irritating; meaningless verbal hiccup

2004 a big indicator of unpolished; informal speaking; habit

Table D.2: Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on discourse particle like

Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on literally

Year POSITIVE expressions

1989 it is neither; neither a misuse nor a mistake

1999 a little linguistic reflection will reveal a logical rigour behind a much
derided use

2006 adds a hyperbolic edge to clichés; invites readers to savour the aptness of
the writer’s terms of reference; lends impact to quantitative statements

Year NEGATIVE expressions

1910 intolerable

1918 incorrectly used

1927 incorrectly

1947 colloquialism, slovenly

1957 literally is used to mean the exact opposite of what it properly means; such
false coin makes honest traffic in words impossible; the word should be
avoided; we ought to be at pains to repudiate; [used] with no regard
whatever to any meaning of literally

1977 misuse

1978 literal-minded readers find such locutions absurd

1980 a habit of heedless writers; do not recognize it; excess baggage; authorities
criticise it; misuses; the consensus, however, is heavily against this sense;
the sentence is more forceful without it; unnecessary emphasis

1984 a kind of disclaimer; if you don’t wish to be taken literally, don’t use
literally; the result [of using literally] is generally painful

1988 erroneous; exasperating; loose; superfluous

1989 improperly; mistake; misuse

1991 has no meaning at all beyond a vague and unnecessary intensification; in
careless writing and speech it often has the opposite meaning; misuse;
misuses; often literally actually weakens an expression

1993 almost always overkill; bad intensifier

1994 disclaimer; enhancer; misguidedly; overused; [using literally] would raise
some rather unpleasant images

1998 distorted beyond recognition; often confused; slipshod extension
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1999 much derided use

2003 has been so overused; in danger of losing its literal meaning; should not be
used as a synonym for actually or really; vague

2004 bold bluff of an intensifier; incorrect

2005 incoherence

2006 not acceptable

2008 avoid using literally to add extra emphasis; there are a lot of people whose
blood pressure literally rises as they imagine putting lit firecrackers in your
ears to make your sentence correct

2010 I think the use of literal as a general intensifier has become a distraction,
something that tears me away from the message and makes me doubt the
messenger; word confusion

2014 can evoke ludicrous imagery; it drives careful readers crazy; it screams, “I
don’t think about what my words mean”; problematic; superfluous

Table D.3: Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on literally

Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on negative concord

Year POSITIVE expressions

1917 good English; natural; natural; natural to human language; springs from the
desire for emphasis

1942 such a double negative is not a backsliding from the idiom of more formal
English

1947 psychologically defensible

1957 normal way of strengthening a negative

1978 not a backsliding from the current idiom of standard English

1980 [two negatives] ordinarily reinforce each other and this is clearly felt by the
reader

1989 it does have its uses; normal; you certainly don’t need to eradicate it

1993 simply powerful

2005 alive and well; remains an effective construction in writing dialogue or
striking a folksy note

2006 helps to underscore the force and/or defiance of the utterance

Year NEGATIVE expressions

1856 mistake

1872 errors; should not be used

1884 incorrect

1895 inelegant
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1895 should be avoided

1910 incorrect

1917 long banished from polite society and from literature

1920 do not say, used for ‘any’ by the illiterate

1927 wrong (×2)

1934 wrong (×2)

1938 nothing should not follow a negative expression in place of anything; wrong

1942 vulgate way

1947 contrary to the present idiom of the educated

1949 error; ignorant; of the lowest level

1955 should be avoided, vulgate idioms

1957 a shocking vulgarism; no one who values public opinion can afford to say;
put a man beyond the pale

1980 are to be avoided; avoided by all except the unlettered; conspicuous; they
place on the reader the burden of sorting out the meaning

1981 avoid; poor; poor English

1984 you shouldn’t say

1988 let people who write street graffiti, like this one in Kingston, Jamaica,
believe that two negatives make a forcefully negative statement: “The poor
can’t take no more.”; non-standard; unsuitable as prestige constructions

1989 not a prestige form; rustic; uneducated; you are not likely to impress

1990 incorrect; redundant

1991 an immediate indication that the speaker’s or writer’s diction is
substandard; errors; wrong

1992 do not use more than one negative within the same clause; incorrect (×2);
no exceptions about this taboo; taboo

1993 inappropriate; incorrect; mark speakers of vulgar English; shibboleths

1998 condemn the phrase; not standard English; stay away from the most flagrant
examples

1999 self evidently wrong

2000 causing hundreds of English teachers to grimace in pain; error; illiterate;
improper; mistake; ungrammatical; vulgar

2005 incorrect; it is not acceptable to say; violates the double-negative rule

2006 illogical; incurs more censure; target of common criticism; very
conspicuous

Table D.4: Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on negative concord
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Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on object I

Year POSITIVE expressions

1947 a sense construction

1957 cannot be classed as a mistaken attempt to speak elegant English; has such
a long and honourable history; used by so many great writers

1989 treated as a polite fixed unit; you are probably safe in retaining between you
and I in your casual speech

Year NEGATIVE expressions

1856 as that of the vulgarian who says “Him and me are going to the play,” and
with less excuse; erroneous; errors of the ill-bred and those of the well-bred
man; fault; faults; genteel error; gross violation of a rule which ought to be
familiar to everybody; heinous; manifest improprieties; not very generous;
woeful confusion

1868 error; mistake

1884 carelessly used

1911 error; gross errors; insidious errors; mistakes

1916 grossly incorrect

1920 careless; error (×2); incorrect; often confused

1927 certainly not the best English; ungrammatical; wrong

1937 fault

1947 indefensible grammatically; misused

1949 always wrong

1957 a piece of false grammar; illiterate; lapses; not sanctioned even by
colloquial usage

1975 even from otherwise literate speakers

1977 error (×2); genteelism; misguided

1978 half-educated

1980 blunder; deviations; erroneously; questionable; wrong (×3)

1981 poor

1984 a grammatical error of unsurpassable grossness; always wrong; gaffe

1988 error; irritating

1989 blunder; illiterate; wrong

1990 incorrect

1991 wrong

1992 incorrect; major relapse; mistake

1993 mistake; never say or write; shibboleth

1994 incorrect; misguided; most common error; ungrammatical

1996 error (×2)); grammatical errors; mistake
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1998 debilitated grammar; gross linguistic gaffes; mistake; problem

1999 hypercorrection

2000 a form of overrefinement; error (×2)); mistake

2001 never acceptable; problem

2002 no exceptions

2003 misuse

2004 incorrect

2005 blunder; sign of ignorance

2006 shibboleth

2008 wrong

2010 error (×2)

2014 avoid between you and I; despised; error (×3); excruciating grammatical
blunder; it makes many readers bristle

Table D.5: Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on object I

Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on subject me

Year NEGATIVE expressions

1868 gross error; mistake

1916 vulgar

1920 vulgar; error; one should not say

1927 wrong

1977 incorrect

1984 lapses

1988 mistake

1989 disputed; problematical; likely to be unfavourably noticed in the speech and
writing of adults; characteristic of less educated English

1993 never say or write

1996 error (×2); incorrectly using object pronouns in subject positions; mistake

2003 not elegant; not correct

Table D.6: Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on subject me
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Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on the split infinitive

Year POSITIVE expressions

1898 it sometimes helps the writer over the difficulty; not a violation of any rule
of grammar

1911 seems to be growing in favour

1917 admirable; cannot so easily be proved to be a corruption; contributes
decidedly to clearness; has a right to a trial in the language; has the distinct
advantage of bringing an adverb into an emphatic position; natural; neither
an innovation nor a vulgarism; not really an error in grammar; the use of a
split infinitive does not necessarily put us among illiterates, ignoramuses,
and violators of English undefiled; very clear; very convenient

1927 clearness and emphasis

1938 the meaning is more clearly expressed by inserting the adverb between the
preposition and the infinitive

1949 a single adverb may not do violence to the statement of an idea

1957 the rule against splitting an infinitive contradicts the principles of English
grammar and the practice of our best writers; natural

1963 good writers, in fact, prefer using split infinitives in sentences where not
doing so would result in ambiguity or awkwardness; there is no point in
revising a sentence just to avoid splitting an infinitive

1966 expressive; has its place in good composition; [the split infinitive] should be
used; sometimes splitting is called for

1975 feel free to split the infinitive; perfectly good English

1978 sentences can be improved by splitting the infinitives; some [infinitives]
should be [split]; smoothly and clearly

1980 infinitives may be split when splitting makes the sentence read more
smoothly

1981 keeps your meaning clear; sometimes necessary; clear

1984 if it is the clearest and most natural construction, use it boldly; the split
infinitive is [not] a grammatical error

1988 a construction that is fully established in the language

1989 nothing grammatically wrong; the objection to the split infinitive has never
had a rational basis; you can split [infinitives] when you need to

1991 better [split]

1992 adds emphasis; excusable with good reason

1993 an adverb may split an infinitive if required by natural position

1994 a sentence that would read more smoothly with the infinitive split

1997 in this case, splitting the infinitive is the most accurate way of expressing
what happened; it is better to split an infinitive
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1998 [the English language gives us] the inestimable advantage of being able to
put adverbs where they will be most effective; the rule against split
infinitives contradicts the principles of English grammar and the practice of
our best writers; correct and acceptable English; in full accord with the
spirit of modern English; no harm in separating them; perfectly proper; the
universal adoption of this usage is as certain as anything in the future well
can be; there is no point in rearranging a sentence just to avoid splitting an
infinitive unless it is an awkward one

1999 it is acceptable; it is usually better (and sometimes necessary) to place [the
adverb] between to and the verb; neither a major error, nor a grammatical
blunder

2000 an improvement of English expression; you need not avoid splitting an
infinitive if you have good reason to split it; can also be helpful; expresses
your meaning more clearly; sounds more natural

2001 often the most natural position to place an adverb

2003 not strictly speaking an error; often more expressive and graceful

2004 more often than not, in my opinion, infinitives are better split; natural

2005 has a strong rhythm that reinforces the meaning; hard to see what exactly is
wrong; meaning is clear

2008 there’s no reason to go out of your way to avoid it; don’t let anyone tell you
that it’s forbidden; it is OK to split infinitives; it’s fine to split infinitives

2010 do not be afraid to split infinitives

Year NEGATIVE expressions

1856 an adverb should not be placed immediately after to; the rule is violated

1867 another of the blunders; preposterous

1868 mistake

1884 do not put an adverb between to and its infinitive; never separate to from the
infinitive with which it belongs

1895 errors; fault

1901 intolerable; no author who uses English with propriety and regard for
established correct usage, ever separates the particle from the verbal word

1910 condemnation of the split infinitive is now pretty general

1911 awkward; mistake

1916 has long been frowned on

1917 an offence against philology; barbarous practice; aesthetically ugly;
intolerably awkward; objected to only when it produces clumsiness;
vulgarism (×2)

1920 blunder; condemned; finds no place in such expressions as...; reprehensible;
should not [be used]; [infinitives are] strictly inseparable

1927 contrary to the history of the construction; suspended syntax; wrong

1934 wrong
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1937 indefensible

1942 awkward

1949 error

1955 avoid split infinitives that are obviously awkward

1957 a grammatical mistake; deafening; lapse; the heinousness of this offense

1966 fault

1975 pedantic bogey

1978 awkward; should not be split

1980 believe they will not go to heaven if they split the infinitive

1981 infinitive should be kept intact

1984 avoid the split infinitive wherever possible; grammatical error

1988 the notion that only the illiterate and ill-bred split an infinitive

1989 avoid split infinitives; anyone who aspires to be a bad writer should split as
many infinitives as possible; condemned (×2); would produce bad writing

1990 awkward constructions; in general, you should avoid splitting infinitives

1991 implication of ignorance; sloppiness

1992 questionable; unnecessary; unnecessary split

1993 eliminates all possibility of ambiguity; sometimes can cause very clumsy
sentences

1994 incorrect

1997 interrupt the flow; may be taken as ignorance; separating its parts can
weaken it

1998 displays carelessness; generally to be avoided

1999 error; has sufficient weight of opinion against it

2000 can be awkward; somewhat discomforting

2003 better to avoid; people are offended by split infinitives

2006 can make awkward reading; inelegant; ungrammatical

Table D.7: Expressions of attitudes to usage in entries on the split infinitive

Dimensions of usage in entries on ain’t

Year References to FREQUENCY

1901 frequently heard

1911 however much it may be employed

1927 it is true nevertheless that many educated persons permit themselves this
habit; used as a contracted form of am not, is not, and are not

1948 in spite of its use
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1950 fairly common among educated speakers; the commonest and most easily
identifiable vulgate words

1957 it is heard; insist on using; used for isn’t

1963 used in non-standard English

1975 used

1978 regularly use ain’t; it is never used in formal writing

1980 sometimes boldly used; relatively rare

1987 occasionally used

1988 even more restricted; occasionally, however, those who are certain of their
status as cultivated speakers of standard English dare to use it

1989 word in general use; in widespread use; common among the less educated
and among children; most common in fiction; common in fiction; this use
pops up unsurprisingly in advertising and in political slogans; often heard;
ain’t occurs frequently in inverted expressions, such as questions; use of
ain’t that many handbooks agree is common is facetious or jocular or
humorous use

1998 used; ain’t is used

2002 common; appears

2003 still commonly used; everyone uses it occasionally

2005 ain’t continues to appear; leads a vibrant life

2014 not that ain’t is used as a standard contraction

Year References to MODE

1901 speech

1920 never to use them in public speech

1937 not yet been promoted to writing; speech

1948 in written or spoken

1950 conversation

1955 rarely needed in writing

1975 orally; in speech; writing; ain’t in writing

1978 in speech; writing (×2)

1980 in writing (×2); in speech

1987 speech and writing

1988 speech or writing

1998 orally

2002 speech; in writing; in speech; used orally; may be suitable for writing

2005 in the speech; in speech; writing

2006 distinction between spoken and written usage; spoken as well as written;
appearances in print; used orally
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Year References to REGISTER

1847 in the pulpit or at the bar

1901 colloquial speech

1920 never to use them in public speech

1927 on the low colloquial level; cultivated colloquial; literary use; low colloquial

1934 not in good use in either colloquial or formal

1950 colloquial; in actual conversation

1955 in dialogue

1963 informal English; colloquial; in formal English

1975 in fictional dialogue

1977 to deliberately informal usage; a device for providing humor, shock, or
other special effect

1978 formal writing; ordinary expository prose; in general writing

1980 quoted speech; jocular

1987 colloquial; informally

1988 informal; mainly limited to dialogue and humorous contexts; formal; in
clichés; to lighten the tone of their remarks

1989 in ordinary speaking and writing; usually in particular circumscribed ways;
educated persons whose regular vocabulary still includes ain’t use the term
in talking to relatives and to peers with whom they are both friendly and on
a first-name basis; the use of ain’t in a letter marks a close and warm
relationship; spoken, as in an interview or even in a talk; written, as in an
article; to emphasize their informality; most common in fiction; can also be
found in other forms of writing; can also be used for characterizing
purposes; common in fiction; the characterizing ain’t can be used in
reportage; in advertising; in political slogans; in otherwise rather
straightforward prose for purposes of contrast; ain’t occurs frequently in
inverted expressions, such as questions; in popular music; catch phrases and
variations on them make up a goodly portion of the word’s use, both orally
and in writing; when the tag is necessary, ain’t will probably occur in it in
some people’s speech; use of ain’t that many handbooks agree is common
is facetious or jocular or humorous use; many educated people, when they
use ain’t, try to use it in such a way as to show that it is not part of their
serious day-to-day vocabulary; accomplished by the use of the familiar
fixed phrases; from speech

1993 when used unconsciously or unintentionally; jocular uses; using ain’t in
circumstances that do not suggest deliberate choice

1998 show that you have the common touch; to be tongue-in-cheek

1999 in catchphrases; as an affectation

2002 in the most casual of colloquial speech; spoken slang; in many songs

2003 part of a joking phrase
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2005 in song lyrics; ain’t has no substitute in fixed expressions; informal writing

2006 informal conversation; signal of congruent informality; associated with
casual and dialectal speech; embedded in quoted speech; quasi-proverbial
sayings; appearing freely in utterances quoted in newspapers; in proverbial
sayings; gets into print in reference to songs

2014 but it does have some widely established places; in the lyrics of popular
songs; even in relatively formal settings; to emphasize that some fact is so
obvious as to be beyond further debate

Year References to SPEAKERS

1847 some persons of education and character

1927 students of English; critical speakers; many educated persons

1950 educated speakers; educated people

1955 some modern users of English

1957 a few bold spirits; most people

1963 some authorities; most users of standard English

1975 America’s schoolteachers; by many cultivated speakers

1977 the writer

1978 millions of Americans

1980 by those who are sure of themselves; most readers; cultivated speakers
prefer am I not

1987 by educated persons

1988 some authorities; many English-speakers; educated speakers; those who are
certain of their status as cultivated speakers of standard English

1989 among the less educated; among children; educated persons whose regular
vocabulary still includes ain’t use the term in talking to relatives and to
peers with whom they are both friendly and on a first-name basis; many
educated people, when they use ain’t, try to use it in such a way as to show
that it is not part of their serious day-to-day vocabulary

1993 by some authorities; Americans (×2)

1998 by cultivated speakers; for most people

2002 by many cultivated speakers

2003 everyone

2005 by upper-class speakers; the lower classes; of ordinary folks; educated and
upperclass speakers; educated speakers

2006 American school teachers; between American speakers; writers; by many
cultivated speakers

Year References to VALUE

1927 they reprehend it as careless
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1950 if the social objection could be relaxed; prejudice against it among educated
people has been almost unanimous for the last century or so

1957 shamefaced reluctance with which these full forms are often brought out; as
used for isn’t is an uneducated blunder and serves no useful purpose; he (or
still more she) fears will convict him of low

1963 strong social and educational pressure against ain’t

1975 cultivated

1980 most readers are likely to consider it the hallmark of the uneducated

1988 to many people, ain’t doesn’t bear discussion: it is simply a mark of
illiteracy; the risk of criticism or ridicule is too high a price to pay for using
this handy contraction

1989 in ordinary speaking and writing it tends to mark the speaker and writer as
socially or educationally inferior; often meant to mark the speaker as
belonging to a lower class or being poorly educated or being black or being
countrified; but it may also be a code word, used in a sly way to tip off the
reader to the fact that the person being quoted is poor, illiterate, or black;
most common public uses of ain’t makes use of the word’s ability to attract
attention; it’s not really an attempt at jocularity or humor, it’s an attempt at
distancing; the verbal equivalent of a wink or nudge intended to show that
you are not so ill-bred as to really use ain’t

1993 may brand you as a speaker of vulgar English

1998 (1) to be tongue-in-cheek; and (2) to flaunt their reverse snobbery; if you’re
tempted to use it to show that you have the common touch, make clear that
you know better

2003 if you always use it instead of the more proper contractions you’re sure to
be branded as uneducated

2005 low-class; upper-class; a term used by the lower classes; has come to be
regarded as a mark of ignorance.

2006 stigma attached to it in the U.S.; a signal of congruent informality

Year References to VARIETY

1957 in the United States; standard; modern English

1963 non-standard English; standard English

1975 in most parts of the United States; substandard

1980 British; American; non-standard; non-standard

1987 dialectal; standard speech and writing

1988 dialectal; peculiar to a certain region, community, social group, or the like;
non-standard; the language variety of educated speakers

1989 non-standard

1993 Americans; standard English; substandard; standard use; standard
American English; vulgar and some Common use; vulgar English

1998 in most parts of the country
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1999 current English; Cockney speech; unlikely that ain’t will be admitted to
standard English in the foreseeable future

2002 in most parts of the U.S.

2005 in English

2006 American English; British; dialectal; standard English; in most parts of the
U.S.; stigma attached to it in the U.S.; American speakers; more
significantly embedded in American English than in British

2014 regional and lower-class English; as a standard contraction

Table D.8: References to dimensions of usage in entries on ain’t

Dimensions of usage in entries on like

Year References to FREQUENCY

1975 used constantly in the speech of many persons

1991 sometimes used

1998 ubiquitous

2003 common in speech; this habit has spread throughout American society

2005 used frequently

Year References to MODE

1975 in the speech of many persons

2003 speech

2004 speaking

2005 speech; spoken

2005 writing

Year References to REGISTER

1993 casual

1998 colloquialism

2004 informal

2005 informal (×2); limited chiefly to dialogue

Year References to SPEAKERS

1975 especially young people

1975 many persons

1988 some speakers

1991 adolescents

1993 adolescent
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1998 in teenagers; in adults

2002 teenage

2003 hipsters; people of all ages; young people

2005 younger people

Year References to VALUE

1988 with the approval of almost no one outside their own group

1991 using it amounts to an admission by the speaker that his or her expression is
poor

1998 in adults, it shows arrested development

2000 faddish

2003 to be reacted to as a grown-up, avoid this pattern

2004 because a few of these likes in a sentence send all the wrong signals

Year References to VARIETY

1993 substandard

1998 California

Table D.9: References to dimensions of usage in entries on discourse particle like

Dimensions of usage in entries on literally

Year References to FREQUENCY

1918 often incorrectly used

1927 sometimes used

1947 when used, as it often is

1957 we have come to such a pass with this emphasizer; we do not hesitate to
insert the very word

1966 literally continues to be seen as a mere intensive that means practically,
almost, all but

1975 too often used to intensify a statement which is actually a figure of speech

1977 common misuse

1978 it is so often used to support metaphors that its literal meaning may be
reversed

1980 seldom is the word employed in its exact sense

1984 all too often used as a kind of disclaimer

1989 seldom is the word employed in its exact sense, which is to the letter,
precisely as stated; often used hyperbolically; often improperly used;
furthermore, these uses as monitored by our readers outnumber the
hyperbolic use by a substantial margin
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1991 careless writing and speech it often has the opposite meaning

1994 but many writers use it

2006 yet sensational examples like this don’t outnumber those of a more
measured kind in the BNC; it has also been used to underscore figures of
speech or turns of phrase which could never be taken at face value

2010 how often writers and speakers confuse the antonyms literal and figurative

2014 common

Year References to MODE

1927 in colloquial speech

1991 writing and speech

2006 both written and spoken

2008 writing

Year References to REGISTER

1927 in colloquial speech

2006 not in the most formal prose; but in interactive discourse; media discourse

Year References to SPEAKERS

1966 writers; rhetoricians; writers

1977 writers of such sentences

1978 literal-minded readers

1980 heedless writers

1984 writers

1988 some people use both words, but particularly the adverb, merely as
intensives

1994 many writers use it misguidedly

2006 skilled writers; writers/speakers

2010 writers and speakers

Year References to VARIETY

2006 in standard English

Table D.10: References to dimensions of usage in entries on literally
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Dimensions of usage in entries on negative concord

Year References to FREQUENCY

1856 a very common mistake

1872 not uncommon

1917 it sometimes crops out at inopportune times in the speech of self-taught
men and women

1920 often used for ‘any’ by the illiterate

1937 dropped out of use

1942 not used in formal and informal English; probably not so common in
vulgate English as comic writers suggest; two negatives are very often used
to make an emphatic negative; survives in vulgate usage

1963 often used; not used by educated people

1978 very often used in non-standard English; two negative words in the same
construction are not used in standard English; no longer used

1980 the more sophisticated are often unwittingly guilty of it

1989 is indeed common; the range of use of the double negative has shrunk
considerably in the past 400 years; but it has not disappeared; it still occurs
in the casual speech and writing of more sophisticated and better educated
people

1993 many speakers still use these constructions today

1999 can easily be found

2006 it has a long history of use; used in many non-standard dialects; survives in
casual conversation

Year References to MODE

1917 speech

1917 speech

1942 lost to written English

1955 writers

1989 speech of the unlettered

1989 speech

1989 speech

1989 writing

1989 speech

1993 spoken and written standard English

2003 speech

2005 spoken English

2005 speech

2006 conversation
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2006 strongly associated with speech

Year References to REGISTER

1917 popular speech

1927 in your conversation

1942 in many speech situations; formal; informal; formal; informal

1963 except in joking mood; in formal and informal English

1989 seem to have gone out of literary favour; restricted to familiar use;
conversation; letters; the speech of similar characters in fiction; discursive
prose; when talking to your family and friends; casual speech and writing

1993 except in jocular use

2001 standard English; vernacular English

2003 informal

2005 writing dialogue; folksy note; spoken English

2006 survives in casual conversation

Year References to SPEAKERS

1895 writers

1917 teachers; self-taught men and women

1920 the illiterate

1942 educated people; comic writers

1947 contrary to the present idiom of the educated

1955 writers

1963 educated people

1978 educated people

1980 the unlettered; the more sophisticated

1984 most people know that you shouldn’t say; some writers

1988 schoolteachers; people who write street graffiti, like this one in Kingston,
Jamaica

1989 grammarians; among the least educated; unlettered; less educated people;
more sophisticated and better educated people; the boss; the teacher; the job
interviewer; many other grammarians

1991 the speaker’s or writer’s

1993 eighteenth-century grammarians; many speakers

1998 traditionalists; descriptive linguists

2000 an investigative correspondent; English teachers

2001 vernacular speakers

2003 people
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2005 grammarians; readers (×2)

2006 sociolinguists; contemporary grammarians; writers

Year References to VALUE

1942 not now in fashion among educated people

1957 no one who values public opinion can afford to say; when used with a
negative verb put a man beyond the pale

1963 they are out of fashion now in the standard language

1978 not now in fashion among educated people

1989 associated with the speech of the unlettered; you are not likely to impress
the boss, the teacher, or the job interviewer

1991 it is nevertheless an immediate indication that the speaker’s or writer’s
diction is substandard

1993 mark speakers of vulgar English

1999 poorly educated

2000 double negative is vulgar and improper

2006 socially stigmatized; they incur more censure than the others through their
social connotations − the fact that they’re used in many non-standard
dialects

Year References to VARIETY

1937 Modern English

1942 survives in vulgate usage; vulgate English; vulgate way; contrary to the
present idiom of the educated

1955 non-standard; vulgate idioms

1957 in all Teutonic languages

1963 non-standard English; non-standard; the standard language; standard

1978 standard English; non-standard English; in standard English

1991 substandard

1993 standard English; not out of the language, but out of standard use

1998 standard English

1999 in all varieties of English used throughout the world; East London English;
Black English spoken in the U.S.

2005 dialect or non-standard speech; standard English; standard usage

2006 American and British English; non-standard dialects

Table D.11: References to dimensions of usage in entries on negative concord
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Dimensions of usage in entries on object I

Year References to FREQUENCY

1856 frequently heard; how often do we hear even well-educated people say

1868 common

1884 often carelessly used

1911 we sometimes meet with gross errors of this kind; common

1920 common

1927 occurs occasionally; sometimes used; current

1937 common faults

1942 frequently heard

1947 often used

1957 is often said

1975 is often heard

1977 a very common error

1978 frequently heard and has a long history in written English

1980 here are many (bad) examples of the expression; often erroneously used

1984 very common

1988 instead we often hear the subjective forms; more often in speech than in
print; why is it so common

1989 it occurred in the past and it occurs now; examples in print, especially
recent ones, are hard to find

1991 is heard

1992 common

1994 most common error

1996 commonly occur; so common

1998 it is perennially surprising how many otherwise educated speakers commit
them; ubiquitous

2001 common though this form may be in spoken English

2005 phrase occurs quite often in speech

2006 certainly used; unlikely to occur

2010 common

2014 commonly heard phrase

Year References to MODE

1927 speech

1988 in speech than in print

1989 chiefly spoken; in print; mostly in speech; in print

1993 speech; writing
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1996 speech

2001 in spoken English; in careful writing

2005 in speech

2005 writing

2006 in writing

2006 it’s to be avoided in writing

Year References to REGISTER

1911 we sometimes meet with gross errors of this kind in the writings of authors
of repute; in conversation

1927 colloquial speech; colloquial; low colloquial

1957 not sanctioned even by colloquial usage

1975 in casual speech

1980 in literary classics; colloquial

1989 in your casual speech; in essays; works of a discursive nature; modern
edited prose

2005 formal writing

2006 a formal document

Year References to SPEAKERS

1856 well-educated people

1911 authors of repute

1947 often used by those who would never dream of saying between he and I

1988 even from people who probably know better; editors; proofreaders; editors;
authors; schoolteachers; writers of books on grammar and usage; speakers
and writers

1989 the ignorant or timid

1991 the well-educated

1993 standard English users

1994 misguided speakers and writers

1996 sophisticated people such as news broadcasters and educators

1998 educated speakers

2003 educated people; people

2006 for some people

2014 speakers; careful writers and speakers (×2); many speakers; writers
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Year References to VALUE

1977 sometimes a genteelism resorted to by those who think that I is somehow a
finer or ‘more correct’ word than me

1977 attempt at refinement is misguided

1978 anyone who uses it now is apt to be thought only half-educated

1988 probably no construction is more irritating to those who don’t use it than
between you and I

1989 in rather more educated varieties of English; if you use it, someone is sure
to notice and disparage your character, background, or education.

1994 who think I sounds more formal than me

1998 most people who make this mistake do so out of habit, without thinking,
and not because they don’t know the difference between I and me

2000 a form of overrefinement

2003 the misuse of ‘I’ and ‘myself’ for ‘me’ is caused by nervousness about ‘me’

2005 widely regarded as a sign of ignorance

Year References to VARIETY

1927 in dialectal speech

1957 not standard English

1989 occurs in rather more educated varieties of English; early modern English

1993 standard English

2003 standard English

2014 contemporary English

Table D.12: References to dimensions of usage in entries on object I

Dimensions of usage in entries on subject me

Year References to FREQUENCY

1868 we sometimes hear

1984 not as uncommon as we might hope them to be

1988 sometimes

1989 in actual practice we also find me and someone and someone and me

1996 quite rare

2005 widespread tendency

2006 me is sometimes used for I when it’s the first coordinate of the subject
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Year References to MODE

1988 in print

1989 speech forms

1989 speech and writing

2003 speech

2005 writing

2005 in speech

2006 speech

2006 in writing

Year References to REGISTER

1989 when used facetiously

2005 formal writing

2006 in conversation; informal; easy-going conversation; casual speech

Year References to SPEAKERS

1988 editors

1988 proofreaders

1989 children; adults

1991 child’s speech; parents; teachers

2003 educated people

2006 some speakers

Year References to VALUE

1989 associated with the speech of children

Year References to VARIETY

1989 less educated English

1989 non-mainstream varieties of English

1991 standard English

2006 world Englishes

Table D.13: References to dimensions of usage in entries on subject me
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Dimensions of usage in entries on the split infinitive

Year References to FREQUENCY

1867 it is even more common

1869 the liberty is frequently taken

1895 the most common fault

1917 is used by a great many careful writers; the split infinitive is very rare as
compared with the other; more and more common among good writers;
widely used in colloquial and literary English; used without hesitation by
many writers of repute; it is becoming more and more common among good
writers; it crops up frequently in scientific journals, daily papers, reports of
mercantile societies, and such places; it is used pretty frequently by well
educated men not especially careful of their English; the split infinitive is
rare; very rare in standard literature; it is spreading in the daily and weekly
papers, and in the colloquial English of the intelligent classes; while a good
many reputable authors use the split infinitive, they use it rarely

1920 despite the hundreds of uses of this method of expression

1927 in practice; some good writers permit themselves the liberty of placing an
adverbial modifier between to and the infinitive

1957 the split infinitive first came into general use

1966 extremely rare

1989 there has always been a question about how frequently the split infinitive
construction occurs; only occasionally; the construction is common;
frequent in Mark Twain, Thomas Hardy, and Rudyard Kipling as well as
Browning; the frequency of the split infinitive is that it noticeably increased
in the 19th century; the increase in split infinitives

1993 during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries great numbers of split
infinitives appeared in print; for the popularity of the split infinitive; split
infinitives continue to appear often

1998 frequently; has steadily increased during the last hundred years, and goes
on increasing still

1999 occasionally

2004 common

2005 people have been splitting infinitives since the 14th century; split infinitives
all the time without giving it a thought

Year References to MODE

1911 everyday speech

1966 spoken; in written work

1978 formal writing; writing

1989 spoken; on the printed page; in the speech of the less educated

1993 in print; in writing; speech
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1998 bad writing

1999 best avoided in normal writing and speech

Year References to REGISTER

1869 in print

1911 in most cases of everyday speech

1917 colloquial; literary English; in scientific journals; daily papers; reports of
mercantile societies; in the daily and weekly papers; the colloquial English
of the intelligent classes

1966 in good composition

1978 formal writing; in unquestionably reputable general writing; in general
English; in formal

1984 a question of style

1989 unless it is in the slangy construction in which an expletive is infixed
between the syllables of a word; to literary contexts

1993 edited English; planned, oratorical, and formal levels

Year References to SPEAKERS

1898 good writers

1917 careful writers; good writers; writers of repute; good writers; well educated
men not especially careful of their English; the intelligent classes; good
many reputable authors

1957 readers

1963 good writers

1980 many writers

1988 English-speakers who are at home with the language; anyone who has ever
spoken or written the language

1989 native speakers; the less educated; users of standard English; many authors

1991 fewer and fewer writers, and few grammarians; sophisticated users; less
sophisticated users; writers

1994 many people

1998 writers of English

2001 a minority of people

2005 people have been splitting infinitives since the 14th century

Year References to VALUE

1957 deplorable breach of etiquette

1966 the one fault that everybody has heard about and makes a great virtue of
avoiding and reproving in others
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1989 common in the speech of the less educated

1991 occasionally writers seem to go out of their way to put the modifier in an
unnatural place, perhaps as a kind of showing off they want their readers to
notice that they know enough not to split infinitives.

1998 bad writing

Year References to VARIETY

1955 standard usage

1966 spoken English

1989 spoken English

1993 in standard speech

1998 both in England and America

Table D.14: References to dimensions of usage in entries on the split infinitive
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